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Disclaimer
The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable, is written by the
Fed4FIRE (Federation for FIRE) – project consortium under EC co‐financing contract FP7‐ICT‐
318389 and does not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission. The European
Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of the information contained herein.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable defines the third testing and integration roadmap of Fed4FIRE, targeting the third cycle
of the project.
At the end of cycle 1 all testbeds (Nicta Norbit, iMinds Virtual Wall, iMinds w‐iLab.t, UPMC & Inria
PlanetLab Europe, FOKUS FUSECO, NTUA Netmode, UTH Nitos, NIA Koren, Ofelia (i2CAT, UBristol,
iMinds), except BonFIRE and UC Smart Santander, had a compliant Aggregate Manager (AM) interface.
For the BonFIRE testbeds (Inria Grid5000, EPCC) testbeds, the adaptation was not that straight forward
and was reached partly in cycle 2 and fully in cycle 3. Smart Santander uses a REST interface as it
currently offers a service oriented towards accessing the sensor measurements. For this, we
introduced light federation in cycle 2 and in cycle 3 advanced federation through the YourEPM service
composition framework.
The new additions for cycle 2 were the following:
 Layer 2 connectivity between multiple sites: target is to interconnect at least 3 sites by phase
1 of cycle 2 and at least 5 sites by the end of cycle 2.
 Infrastructure monitoring: this comes in two flavours. Infrastructure monitoring for federation
services (e.g. reputation, SLA monitoring, …) will be adopted earlier by the testbeds (at least
one testbed will provide this by phase 1 of cycle 2, the others will implement this by the end
of cycle 2), then the infrastructure monitoring for experimenters (which contains more and
more detailed monitoring data) which is targeted for cycle 3.
 PDP (policy decision point) for FRCP: this PDP makes it possible to run OMF in a secure way. It
will be implemented by 3 testbeds in phase 1 of cycle 2 and more will adopt it by the end of
cycle2.
 SLA management module: will be deployed centrally and at least 1 testbed will implement the
testbed side of SLAs by the end of cycle 2.
 Reservations in the future: about half of the testbeds will implement this in cycle 2
 Direct (IPv4 or IPv6) or indirect (through gateway) IP access without VPN: possible at all
testbeds by the end of cycle 2.
 Ontology based RSpec: first prototypes should be implemented by the end of cycle 2.
 Services: the service directory will be ready by phase 1 of cycle 2, a couple of services by the
end of cycle 2.
The new additions and improvements for cycle 3 are the following:
 YourEPM service composition framework
 Speaks‐for mechanism to make it possible to deploy services speaking for users without
security implications (such as providing private keys)
 More advanced SLA and reputation modules
 New Member and Slice authority APIs to improve the user experience for e.g. collaboration in
experiments
 API on top of the continuous testing so the results (e.g. health score) can be used in client tools
In Fed4FIRE there is also a test suite (jFed framework) which is used for testing the different APIs. In
this way developments can be tested manually, and afterwards they are tested automatically in nightly
and daily tests with the same framework. The test suite now also supports setting up complex scenario
testing as e.g. speaks‐for testing, automated tutorial testing (through ansible scripting), and health
score calculation.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AM
API
DoW
FRCP
GENI
NEPI
OMF
PLE
RSpec
SFA
Testbed

Aggregate Manager
Application Programming Interface
Description of Work (official document describing the Fed4FIRE project)
Federated Resource Control Protocol
Global Environment for Network Innovations
Network Experimentation Programming Interface [5]
cOntrol and Management Framework [6]
PlanetLab Europe
Resource Specification
Slice‐based Federation Architecture
Combination of testbed resources (e.g. servers) and testbed management software
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is the third one in Task 2.2, the integration and testing task of the Fed4FIRE project.
The Fed4FIRE project is structured around three development cycles. This deliverable defines the
integration and testing roadmap for cycle 3.
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2 Refinement of timing
In cycle 1 and 2 we refined the cycle in 2 phases. This was not done in cycle 3 because there was a fully
operational federation to be used by experimenters and it was possible to run the cycle 3 testing in
parallel.
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3 Cycle 2 new functionality
In cycle 2, the following new functionality was added:










Layer 2 connectivity between multiple sites (also called stitching): target is to interconnect at
least 3 sites by phase 1 of cycle 2 and at least 5 sites by the end of cycle 2.
Infrastructure monitoring: this comes in two flavours. Infrastructure monitoring for federation
services (e.g. reputation, SLA monitoring, …) will be adopted earlier by the testbeds (at least
one testbed will provide this by phase 1 of cycle 2, the others will implement this by the end
of cycle 2), than the infrastructure monitoring for experimenters (which contains more and
more detailed monitoring data) which is targeted for cycle 3.
PDP (policy decision point) for FRCP: this PDP makes it possible to run OMF in a secure way. It
will be implemented by 3 testbeds in phase 1 of cycle 2 and more will adopt it by the end of
cycle2.
SLA management module: will be deployed centrally and at least 1 testbed will implement the
testbed side of SLAs by the end of cycle 2.
Reservations in the future: about half of the testbeds will implement this in cycle 2
Direct (IPv4 or IPv6) or indirect (through gateway) IP access without VPN: possible at all
testbeds by the end of cycle 2.
Ontology based RSpec: first prototypes should be implemented by the end of cycle 2.
Services: the service directory will be ready by phase 1 of cycle 2, a couple of services by the
end of cycle 2.
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4 Cycle 3 new functionality
The new additions and improvements for cycle 3 are the following:
 YourEPM service composition framework
 Speaks‐for mechanism to make it possible to deploy services speaking for users without
security implications (such as providing private keys)
 More advanced SLA and reputation modules
 New Member and Slice authority APIs to improve the user experience for e.g. collaboration in
experiments
In Fed4FIRE there is also a test suite (jFed framework) which is used for testing the different APIs. In
this way developments can be tested manually, and afterwards they are tested automatically in nightly
and daily tests with the same framework. The test suite now also supports setting up complex scenario
testing as e.g. speaks‐for testing, automated tutorial testing (through ansible scripting), and health
score calculation.
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5 Basic approach and test suite
5.1 Testing and integration steps
The implementation, testing and integration phases are made up out of the following steps:
1. Detailed functional description
2. Development
3. First manual testing per testbed with test suite
4. Automatic nightly testing of testbeds with test suite
5. Cross and integration testing between tools and testbeds
The first two are driven by WP3‐7, while 3) and 4) are driven from WP2 with a high interaction with
WP3‐7. The last step is driven by the tool makers (WP5‐WP7) and supported by WP2. Based on the
output of deliverables D5.2, D6.2 and D7.2 (‘Detailed specifications for second cycle’ of WP5/6/7,
month 5) and milestones M3.2/M4.2 (‘Second design specification for facilities’) a matrix will be built
of which tool will work and will be tested against which testbed in cycle 2 (e.g. the experiment
control framework NEPI [5] will work on testbed A,B,C and D, the graphical front‐end for resource
control Flack [3] will work on testbed D and E, the portal will be compatible with all testbeds, …).

5.2 Test suite
5.2.1

Rationale

The jFed test suite which was developed in the project aids in steps 3) and 4) of the previous section.
This test suite is developed in Java and targets following goals:
 Make it possible to do manual compliance testing of the testbeds. Based on the outputs of
milestones M3.2 and M4.2 (‘Second design specification for facilities’), the compliance will be
defined (e.g. SFA functions compliance, APIs for the identity providers, …).
 When the manual compliance testing is successful, do an automatic nightly testing on each
testbed, to assure continuous compliance.
 Provide a reference implementation in Java of the client side of the APIs (GENI Aggregate
Manager (AM) APIv3 [1], identity providers, …).
 The test suite focuses on logical tests (all steps in the experiment workflow) and add specific
interface tests and negative testing (are things breakable ?) where needed. There is e.g. also
an ssh login on the nodes to verify that the node itself is accessible and runs the right image.
 The automatic tests post the test reports on a website and send emails in case of problems.
 The test suite is open source (http://jfed.iminds.be) and is a framework based on plugins so
that tests can be easily added.
In cycle 3 the following was added to the test suite:
 Make it possible to test the speaks‐for implementations of testbed AM implementations
 Provide manual testing with speaks‐for credentials
 Enhance the login tests with scripting after the login to make it possible to verify tutorials
 Calculate a health score per testbed based on the measured parameters
 Test the member authority and slice authority APIs according the Common Federation APIs
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5.2.2

Comparison to other test suites

We are aware of one similar test suite, the ‘GENI AM API Acceptance Tests’ [2] which is built around
the omni framework. The differences with the Fed4FIRE test suite are:
 The GENI test suite is written in python just as most AM applications. By developing the
Fed4FIRE test suite in java, we can also test cross‐language compatibility and as far as we
know it is the first Java implementation of the SFA client side, which facilitates the
development of Java based interfaces/experimenter tools (such as GUIs).
 The GENI test suite covers at this moment only the AM API, while in Fed4FIRE we will test
also the other components (identity providers, testbed directories, …).
 When new functionality will be added in the testbeds of Fed4FIRE (e.g. ontology based
RSpecs) the test suite will be extended with this and this is not yet available in the GENI test
suite.
 For conducting the manual testing, a graphical user interface in the test suite makes it very
convenient to inspect the problems (cf. the details that Flack [3] can show about RSpecs and
function calls).
 The GENI test suite does not support scenarios, e.g. including SSH login on a node.
For the functions covered by the GENI AM API Acceptance Tests, the GENI test suite will be used as a
cross check.
5.2.3

Current state

The test suite is currently finished for the AM API, MA and SA API and also more advanced scenarios
as speaks‐for, stitching, tutorial testing and health score calculation.
5.2.4

jFed probe for manual testing

A screenshot of the jFed probe tool for manual testing is depicted in Figure 1. The left side shows all
the APIs that are available and that can be tested.
The bottom shows an example of a call with HTTP, XMLRPC, reply value details.
At the top right, the testbed that will be involved in the test is being selected.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of jFed probe for manual testing
5.2.5

jFed scenario testing

In the screenshot below both, an overview of the available automated scenarios that can be tested
and a single scenario that was run are depicted.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the jFed scenario testing environment

These scenarios define the testplans that are used, see below:

The testplans are detailed in the code, so that there is a single place where all this information resides.
Latest version of the testsuite can be found at http://jfed.iminds.be/releases where you can download
the code for a specific release.
The testplans are detailed in the source directory:
automated‐testing\src\main\java\be\iminds\ilabt\jfed\lowlevel\api\test
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Each file there is a scenario test which is built in the standard Java testing framework TestNG
(http://testng.org) . In that way the test suite itself is according a standard framework, easily to
understand by everyone, and also generates standard HTML output as shown in the screenshots.
TestNG also makes it possible to define warnings or hard errors and assertions.
5.2.6

Nightly testing

The website http://flsmonitor.fed4fire.eu/wizard shows all nightly testing that is being done.
Below an overview of a number of automatic tests on a single testbed is shown.

Figure 3: Extract of nightly testing results that are exposed on http://flsmonitor.fed4fire.eu/wizard

For each run, a detailed overview of all calls can be analysed:
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Figure 4: Details of all API call results belonging to the nightly testing
5.2.7

Stress testing with jFed

We run also stress tests (a large number of experimenters starting at the same moment an
experiment), to see how the testbeds can cope with that (typically for education or tutorials people
are in the same room and start at the same moment).
Below the output of a stress test is shown. Each row is the equivalent of an experimenter starting an
experiment. The numbers 0‐8 mean the different steps in setting up an experiment (e.g. create slice,
create sliver, ssh login, delete experiment, …) so that we can see what went wrong. Also important is
to see how it takes, so you can anticipate for a tutorial or education class when all people should be
ready.
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Figure 5: Output of a testbed stress test
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6 API on test results of continuous testing
All the test results are centrally saved and can be retrieved through a REST API to use e.g. in client
tools. The screenshot below shows for a single test what is available:

And a specific reply in JSON format:
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7 Conclusion
This deliverable defines the third testing and integration roadmap of Fed4FIRE, targeting the third cycle
of the project.
At the end of cycle 1 all testbeds (Nicta Norbit, iMinds Virtual Wall, iMinds w‐iLab.t, UPMC & Inria
PlanetLab Europe, FOKUS FUSECO, NTUA Netmode, UTH Nitos, NIA Koren, Ofelia (i2CAT, UBristol,
iMinds), except BonFIRE and UC Smart Santander, had a compliant Aggregate Manager (AM) interface.
For the BonFIRE testbeds (Inria Grid5000, EPCC) testbeds, the adaptation is not that straight forward
and was partly achieved in cycle 2 and finished in cycle 3. Smart Santander uses a REST interface as it
currently offers a service oriented access to the sensor measurements. For this, we introduced light
federation in cycle 2 and in cycle 3 advanced federation through the YourEPM service composition
framework.
The new additions for cycle 2 are the following:
 Layer 2 connectivity between multiple sites: target is to interconnect at least 3 sites by phase
1 of cycle 2 and at least 5 sites by the end of cycle 2
 Infrastructure monitoring: this comes in two flavours. Infrastructure monitoring for federation
services (e.g. reputation, SLA monitoring, …) will be adopted earlier by the testbeds (at least
one testbed will provide this by phase 1 of cycle 2, the others will implement this by the end
of cycle 2), than the infrastructure monitoring for experimenters (which contains more and
more detailed monitoring data) which is targeted for cycle 3.
 PDP (policy decision point) for FRCP: this PDP makes it possible to run OMF in a secure way. It
will be implemented by 3 testbeds in phase 1 of cycle 2 and more will adopt it by the end of
cycle2
 SLA management module: will be deployed centrally and at least 1 testbed will implement the
testbed side of SLAs by the end of cycle 2
 Reservations in the future: about half of the testbeds will implement this in cycle 2
 Direct (IPv4 or IPv6) or indirect (through gateway) IP access without VPN: possible at all
testbeds by the end of cycle 2
 Ontology based RSpec: first prototypes should be implemented by the end of cycle 2
 Services: the service directory will be ready by phase 1 of cycle 2, a couple of services by the
end of cycle 2.
The new additions and improvements for cycle 3 are the following:
 YourEPM service composition framework
 Speaks‐for mechanism to make it possible to deploy services speaking for users without
security implications (such as providing private keys)
 More advanced SLA and reputation modules
 New Member and Slice authority APIs to improve the user experience for e.g. collaboration in
experiments
 API on top of the continuous testing so the results (e.g. health score) can be used in client tools
In Fed4FIRE there is also a test suite (jFed framework) which is used for testing the different APIs. In
this way developments can be tested manually, and afterwards they are tested automatically in nightly
and daily tests with the same framework. The test suite now also supports setting up complex scenario
testing as e.g. speaks‐for testing, automated tutorial testing (through ansible scripting), and health
score calculation.
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